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Abstract. This paper focuses on the design of knowledge intensive CBR
systems and introduces a domain-independent architecture to help it.
Our approach is based on acquiring the domain knowledge by reusing
knowledge from a library of ontologies and integrating it with CBROnto,
a task based ontology comprising common CBR terminology. In this
paper we focus in retrieval and similarity assessment processes taking
advantage of this domain knowledge. We describe our CBROnto based
similarity representation framework and explain how it is used to repre-
sent similarity measures and retrieval processes.

1 Introduction

Any knowledge-based system achieves its reasoning power through the explicit
representation and use of different kinds of knowledge about a certain domain.
Although in a CBR system the main source of knowledge is the set of previous
experiences, our approach to CBR is towards integrated applications that com-
bine case specific knowledge with models of general domain knowledge, mainly
about the domain terminology.

Our overall goal is the development of a CBR shell, which provides support
to design knowledge intensive CBR applications. In knowledge rich CBR, the
domain knowledge is used to reason and provide with more sophisticated CBR
processes. The core of our architecture is CBROnto an ontology incorporating
common CBR terminology. The CBROnto terminology helps defining generic
and domain independent CBR processes that access the domain terminology by
term classification through the CBROnto terms.

In this paper we are interested in the representation of semantic similarity
measures where the domain knowledge influences similarity. After describing, in
Section 2, CBROnto key ideas, Section 3 presents the proposed framework for
similarity representation. Sections 4 through 7 describe similarity assessment and
retrieval choices currently available within the framework, and, finally, Section
8 concludes and presents future work.
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2 CBROnto

Our approach to CBR is towards integrated applications that combine various
knowledge types and reasoning methods. Besides the cases, we work with explicit
models of general domain knowledge, mainly about the domain terminology. The
major problem associated with this knowledge intensive CBR approach is the so
called knowledge acquisition bottleneck.

We state that ontologies can be useful for designing knowledge intensive
CBR applications because they allow the knowledge engineer to use knowledge
already acquired, conceptualized and implemented in a formal language, reduc-
ing considerably the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. Moreover, the reuse of
ontologies from a library also benefits from their reliability and consistency. Our
approach proposes the use of an ontology library (Ontology Server) to build
the domain model for knowledge rich CBR applications [5]. To take advantage
of this domain knowledge, the CBR knowledge needed by the processes, or at
least part of it, should be expressed in a similar way. We have developed an
ontology for CBR (CBROnto) that provides the vocabulary for describing the
elements involved in the CBR processes. CBROnto serves two purposes: the inte-
gration between the domain ontologies and the CBR process knowledge; and as
a domain-independent framework to design CBR applications. CBROnto aims
to unify case specific and general domain knowledge representational needs. The
main reasoning mechanism underlying this unification process is classification as
provided by Description Logics (DL).

Description Logics is considered one of the most important knowledge repre-
sentation formalism unifying and giving a logical basis to the well known tradi-
tions of Frame-based systems, Semantic Networks and KL-ONE-like languages,
Object-Oriented representations, Semantic data models, and Type systems. In
DL, there are three types of formal objects: concepts and relations, descrip-
tions with a potentially complex structure, formed by composing a limited set
of description-forming operators; and individuals, simple formal constructs in-
tended to directly represent objects in the domain of interest, which may be
recognized as concept instances, and related to other individuals through rela-
tion instances. DL reasoning mechanisms are based on subsumption, to determine
whether a description –concept or relation– is more general than another, and
instance recognition, to determine the concepts that an individual satisfies and
the relations that a tuple of individuals satisfies. Subsumption supports classi-
fication, i.e., the ability of automatically classifying a new description within a
–semi– lattice of previously classified descriptions; and instance recognition sup-
ports completion, i.e., the ability of drawing logical consequences of assertions
about individuals, based on those descriptions they are recognized as instances
of. Contradiction detection, both for descriptions and assertions about individ-
uals, completes the basic set of reasoning mechanisms provided by DL systems.

We use Loom [7], a particular DL implementation, as the supporting system
on top of which our shell is built. Within this architecture, different knowledge
sources for a CBR application can be integrated:
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– General knowledge about domain concepts and relationships, acquired by
reusing ontologies.

– CBROnto provides a vocabulary for describing terms involved in the
CBR problem-solving processes, and domain knowledge integration with
CBROnto allows CBR processes having semantic CBR information about
the domain terminology. CBR processes are domain-independent but they
are guided by the domain terminology organized below (in the subsumption
hierarchies) the CBROnto terms.

– Cases described using this domain knowledge and CBROnto terms as the
case representation language.

– Knowledge extracted from the case base using inductive techniques as FCA.

With this representational schema CBROnto helps in structuring the domain
knowledge within the cases. Nevertheless, we do not use the domain model as
the case organization structure. By now, we use a simple case organization be-
low the CBROnto case subconcepts (representing different case types in the
case base). We are studying other case organization structures to improve the
retrieval process [6] but they are out of the scope of this paper. In this paper
we use the domain terminology to get semantic similarity measures where the
domain knowledge influences similarity. We have defined a similarity framework
to represent similarity measures for structured case representation where indi-
viduals are concept instances and concepts are organized in a hierarchy with
inheritance. This approach requires similarity assessment processes that allow
comparing two differently structured individuals and that take into account the
influence of the domain term hierarchies over similarity [3,4].

3 Similarity Framework

What we propose is a way of representing the similarity choices for a CBR shell
in a coherent framework that is used by the retrieval and similarity assessment
processes. The framework allows representing and coexisting different case sim-
ilarity measures in the same case base. Given two cases, our system provides
with a general retrieval process that accesses the represented knowledge to get
the type of retrieval and similarity measure to be used. The framework offers
some initial options, although other similarity measures can be easily integrated
into it. Four are the retrieval mechanisms our framework supports:

Relevance criteria. One straight possibility with our representational scheme
is the use of the LOOM query language to enable the user to describe the
current situation and interests.

Similarity terms. Another approach, when working with knowledge organized in
hierarchies, is to explicitly compute and automatically classify a similarity
concept, representing, in a declarative way, the similarity and differences
between the cases.

Representational approach. This approach assigns similarity meaning to the
path joining two individuals in the case organization structure and retrieval
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Fig. 1. CBROnto similarity terms.

is accomplished by traversing that structure starting from the position of
the query.

Computational approach. The most straightforward CBR approach to retrieval
is the one that computes all the similarity values during the retrieval process.

Figure 1 shows the CBROnto terms needed to represent the similar-
ity knowledge. The retrieval-types concept is used to classify other con-
cepts representing each one of the retrieval types offered by our system: By-
SimilarityTerms, By-SimilarityCriteria, By-Classification, and By-
Computation. In this figure thing is the top level concept, root of the concept
hierarchy, while binary-tuple is the root of the relation hierarchy. These terms
will be described in the following sections, although most of them are needed
to represent numerical similarity measures for structured case representations
–used mainly in the computational approach.

The type of retrieval is represented by an individual classified below one of
the retrieval-types subconcepts. The default retrieval type must be speci-
fied by the application designer and is represented by a distinguished instance
named DefaultRetrieval that is classified below the concept determining
the default retrieval type. Besides –if the designer activates this option– each
user could define the type of retrieval she wants to use by an instance name
UseriRetrieval that is used as the retrieval type during this user session but
it is destroyed when the user finishes the session. The first step the retrieval
process performs is accessing the type of retrieval and depending on it the rest
of the process is decided.

Besides the retrieval mechanism, CBROnto terms –mainly through its rela-
tion hierarchy– allow to define different similarity types depending on a semantic
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classification of the attributes –i.e., the relations–: the structural similarity will
be computed based on the composition relations, the semantics similarity is due
to all the concepts and relations describing the meaning of the case, the temporal
similarity depends on the temporal relations, and so on.

Next sections describe the similarity assessment and retrieval choices to be
offered to the designer of a CBR application using our shell. While prototyping
a CBR application different choices can be incorporated and tested so that the
more successful ones are chosen.

4 Relevance Criteria

Our representational schema based on the CBROnto terminology and the Loom
instance definition language, allows the use of the Loom query language to
enable the user to describe the current situation and interests. Relevance criteria
are defined as the criteria according to which the system asserts that a case is
relevant to a problem and more relevant than any other cases.

In [2] relevance criteria are expressed in first order logic using Loom. That
allows complex retrieval processes and an interactive use of the CBR system
where the user makes a possibly complex description of the case/s she needs and
can judge the quality of the retrieved cases and make changes to the query if
needed. This approach to CBR relates also with [9] where the user defines both
the query and the similarity criteria expressing what she means by similar. That
allows the system to perform different goals for different users.

The user formulates a query using the Loom query language. The Loom
interpreter receives the query and finds the individuals satisfying the given def-
inition. If the user query is an interesting one, a new relevance criteria can be
created by defining a relation whose :satisfies clause contains the interesting
query. That way the query becomes a relevance criteria that can be used later
by the same or other user.

So, relevance criteria are represented by using Loom relations defined with a
:satisfies clause, i.e., giving explicitly the properties satisfied by the relation
tupla. Within this approach many relevance criteria can be pre-defined during
the system design to facilitate the user query formulation process. Each user
query can include –or not– previous relations representing relevance criteria.

For example, the more-on-point relation in Figure 2 defines a relevance cri-
teria (predefined in the system) that could be included in a user query. It is
adapted from [2], and represents which case in the base shares more properties
with a given situation. The tupla (c1, c2, problem) belongs to the more-on-point
relation if the case c1 has more shared properties than the case c2 with the case
problem. Based on the more-on-point criteria the criteria most-on-point is easily
defined as a binary relation whose tuples (c, problem) satisfy that c is the case
with more shared properties with the problem case, i.e., there is no other case
c1 with more shared properties with problem than c. The following query uses
the most-on-point criteria to retrieve cases:

(retrieve ?c (:and (Case ?c) (most-on-point ?c problem)))
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(defrelation more-on-point
:constraints (domains Case Case)
:range Case
:is (:satisfies (?c1 ?c2 ?cfs)

(:and (Case ?c1)
(Case ?c2)
(Case ?cfs)
(neq ?c1 ?cfs)
(:for-all ?p (:implies (:and (Property ?p)

(shared-Property ?c2 ?cfs ?p))
(applicable-Property ?c1 ?p)))

(:for-some ?p (:and (Property ?p)
(shared-Property ?c1 ?cfs ?p)
(:not (applicable-Property ?c2 ?p))))))

Case ?c1 is more on point than case ?c2 relative to situation ?cfs if: ?c1 has all the
properties that ?c2 shares with ?cfs; and shares at least one additional common prop-
erty with ?cfs.

(defrelation most-on-point
:domain Case
:range Case
:is (:satisfies (?c ?cfs)

(:and (Case ?c)
(Case ?cfs)
(neq ?c ?cfs)
(:for-all ?c1 (:implies

(:and (Case ?c1)
(neq ?c1 ?cfs))

(:not (more-on-point ?c1 ?c ?cfs))))))

Case ?c is the most on point case relative to situation ?cfs if: for any other case ?c1 it
is not more-on-point than ?c.

Fig. 2. more-on-point and most-on-point relevance criteria [2].

In a CBR application, predefined similarity criteria are offered to facilitate
the user query formulation process. Our shell proposes and facilitates the simi-
larity criteria incorporation during a CBR application design. The designer can
incorporate general similarity criteria proposed by our shell (as the more-on-
point and most-on-point), or define domain specific criteria. CBROnto includes
a primitive relation named similarity-criteria so that the relation classifi-
cation mechanism can access directly all the similarity criteria defined in the
system.

We have incorporated also other more complex criteria where a case is rele-
vant depending not only on the case itself, but on the relations with other cases.
Complex conditions that involve any number of cases interrelated by multiple
relationships can be expressed with this logical representation.
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Our shell offers this approach for CBR applications to get complex retrieval
processes comprising relations among cases and the retrieval of a set a cases
related in a certain way, and not only the retrieval of isolated cases similar to
a simple query. With this approach case retrieval does not compute a similarity
value but is a process based on finding the cases satisfying a certain complex
declarative relevance criteria that can be pre-defined or user defined.

5 Similarity Terms

There is another similarity and retrieval choice taking advantage of the LOOM
reasoning mechanisms, and fitting our representational schema. It works in the
line of [10,12] where a similarity term (concept) is explicitly computed to repre-
sent with the domain terms, in a declarative way, the similarity and differences
between the cases.

With this approach, similarity is characterized by the most specific concept
(called least common subsumer –LCS–, which can be obtained through disjunc-
tion in DL) which subsumes the two compared cases. Since the similarity is
represented by using a concept it is automatically classified in the hierarchy
using the subsumption relationship.

This way, retrieval is accomplished by comparing the query instance with
every instance representing a case, and computing the corresponding similar-
ity concept. CBROnto includes a concept similarity-terms such that all the
similarity concepts are classified below it, i.e. it is the root of the similarity
taxonomy for every retrieval process. In the taxonomy of similarities the most
specific concepts correspond to the cases that are the most similar to the query
case because they have more common properties with the query individual. The
instances of the most specific similarity concepts will be retrieved.

One of the main advantage of this approach is that the similarity term can
be used to justify the result and to explain, by means of the domain terminology,
why the retrieved cases are similar in a declarative way. As its main drawback we
cite the not satisfaction of a desirable property for DL representations, namely a
static TBox (the set of concepts and relations). Since new concepts are defined in
every retrieval process, the similarity taxonomy should be recomputed for each
retrieval interaction.

6 Representational Approach

Another choice for a CBR application designer using our shell, is the use of a
representational approach that assigns similarity meaning to the path joining
two individuals in a case organization structure or in the domain terminology.
(note we use rich domain taxonomies). With this approach A is more similar to
B than C to B iff A is closer to B than C. By now, we only have applied this
approach using the subsumption links in the domain taxonomies to define the
distance between two individuals. The goodness of this kind of approach will
strongly depend on the knowledge structure where the cases are located. We use
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Fig. 3. The Generic Travel Operator (GTO).

certain operators to retrieve cases based on the distance along the subsumption
links. We have defined a Generic Travel Operator (GTO) that retrieves instances
in the knowledge base within different levels. It takes a concept C as the starting
point and the level used to retrieve the instances. Negative level numbers means
upwards paths in the hierarchy and positive numbers means downwards paths.
The last argument is a Boolean value that is true if only direct instances should
be retrieved. Figure 3 shows the use of GTO.

Similar retrieval operations, based on instance recognition and concept clas-
sification, have been proposed in the literature [8,12] that can be seen as a
particularization of GTO.

Instance recognition. Retrieval is defined as a classification process where
the queries are represented as DL instances. Given a query individual q,
the retrieval process finds the most specific concepts q is an instance of
[C1, . . . , Cn], and returns their instances:

GTO(C1 : level 0) ∪ GTO(C2 : level 0) ∪ ... ∪ GTO(Cn : level 0)

Instead of just retrieve cases classified below at least one of them, the con-
junction concept can be computed to get instances belonging to all the con-
cepts:

GTO((compute-conjunction-concept C1 . . . Cn) : level 0)

Concept classification. Queries are represented as DL concepts and the classifi-
cation module puts the concept in its correct place at the hierarchy. Retrieval
process returns the case instances that are recognized as the query concept
instances:

GTO(query-concept :level 0)

Within the representation approach, retrieval is accomplished as a sequence
of GTO invocations associated with a particular By-Classification instance.
The elements of the given sequence will be applied and the retrieved instances
returned.
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7 Pure Computational Approach

Our similarity framework allows representing several alternatives to compute
numerical similarity values for complex case representations in an homogeneous
manner. This section describes the similarity assessment and retrieval as gen-
eral processes that access the domain specific knowledge through the CBROnto
terms.

The Nearest Neighbour (NN) algorithm searches through every case in mem-
ory, applies a similarity measure and returns the case or cases most similar to
the query. The NN algorithm assumes cases described by characteristics and
a similarity metric takes into account the common characteristics between the
query and each one of the stored cases.

The classical scheme to define (global) similarity measures between two
object- oriented represented cases o1 and o2, is recursive and bottom-up: take
each simple common attribute and use a local similarity measure to determine
the similarity between the two attribute fillers (values or slotless individuals).
For each common relational attribute recursively use a global similarity measure
to compare the two related sub-objects. The similarity values resulting from the
local and global similarity measures applied to the common attributes are ag-
gregated (e.g. by a weighted sum) to the similarity value of the objects being
compared.

With this approach, only attributes and values contribute to the similarity
but the result does not take into account the concepts the individuals belong
to. Intuitively the class hierarchy contains similarity knowledge that should par-
ticipate in the similarity assessment. Apart from the concrete values filling the
common attributes, closer objects in the hierarchy should be more similar that
further ones.

Taking this consideration into account there should be two components in the
similarity result: one due to the closeness in the class hierarchy and other due to
the attribute values. In [3] these two components are recognized as intra-class and
inter-class similarity and both results are multiplied to get the final similarity
result. The intra-class similarity combines the similarity among the fillers in
the common attributes, that are determined by the most specific common class
between the two objects. The inter-class similarity component is due to the
objects position in the hierarchy and is independent of the attribute values1.
The deeper in the hierarchy the most specific common class is, the more similar
the objects are. That represents a qualitative measure, so to get a quantitative
similarity result the nodes are annotated with a similarity value that is bigger
with the hierarchy depth. Bergmann’s approach allows comparing objects of
different classes while considering the knowledge contained in the class hierarchy
itself. The proposals of [10,12] also take into account the concept hierarchy to
compute the similarity value but contrasting with Bergmann’s approach they
do not get a numerical similarity value but an structured object to explicitly
represent it.
1 Although the attribute fillers will affect the object position within the hierarchy.
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(defconcept similarity-measures
:is-primitive

(:and (:the contents similarity-functions)
(:the structure similarity-functions)
(:the combination similarity-functions)
(:the similarity-type similarity-types) )

:annotations
((documentation

"the class of all the individuals representing
a similarity measure to compare instances of a concept.")))

(defconcept similarity-functions
:is-primitive

(:and (:exactly 1 function-name)
(:all parameters function-parameter))

:annotations
((documentation

"the class of all the individuals representing
a similarity function to compute a similarity value.")))

Fig. 4. Loom representation for similarity measures.

As we want the taxonomy to take part in the similarity assessment, in the line
of Bergmann we consider the numerical similarity measures are represented by
means of two components one due to the attribute values (sim-intra or contents
similarity) and the other due to the individuals position in the hierarchy (sim-
inter or position similarity). CBROnto includes a primitive concept similarity-
measures such that each particular similarity measure is represented as one of
its instances. Although the particular similarity measures are used to compute a
similarity value between two instances, they are linked to concepts. A similarity
measure is annotated in a concept by using the CBROnto current-measure
relation. Annotations in Loom imply that the relation will not be inherited by
the concept instances, but it is a concept level relationship with a similarity
measure individual, representing the way of computing the similarity between
every two instances of the concept.

Figure 4 shows the Loom definition for a similarity measure. A similarity-
measures instance includes knowledge about which function is being used for
each similarity component (contents and position), which function is being used
to combine both results, and also the type of similarity according to the con-
tributing terms. Three CBROnto relations named contents, structure and
combination relate the similarity measure instance with instances representing
the similarity functions. The CBROnto relation named similarity-type relates
the similarity measure instance with the instance representing the information
about the type of contributing attributes. Next sections describe similarity func-
tions, similarity types and how the pieces are put together.
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7.1 Similarity Functions

CBROnto includes a primitive concept similarity-functions (cf. Figure 1,
whose instances represent the similarity functions associated to the similarity
measures. Similarity functions are classified as local, global and structural by
the three similarity-functions subconcepts: LocalSimilarityFunction,
GlobalSimilarityFunction and PositionSimilarityFunction. Similarity
function instances are described by the function-name and the list of param-
eters apart from the individuals being compared that are implicit arguments.

Local functions are typically associated to “types”, and used to compare the
similarity between two values of that type. In our representational scheme
with DL, local functions are associated to concepts whose instances are slot-
less. The general similarity assessment process retrieves the function name
and the list of parameters (if any), and applies the function to the parameters
and the two compared individuals.
The framework includes a number of standard similarity functions but it
is a general framework in the sense of new functions can be included and
associated to the domain concepts.

Global functions define the way of combining the result of the local similar-
ity function application to the fillers of the common attributes between the
compared individuals. They can be used to define both the contents or com-
bination components of a certain similarity measure. The general process
applies the function to the list of parameters (if any) and the list of similar-
ity values to be combined.
Weight vectors can be used as parameters in the similarity function, i.e. they
are fixed during the application design, either manually or extracted from
the cases.

The position similarity functions are used to compute the similarity (sim-inter)
between two individuals independently of their attribute values, but depen-
dent on the position in the hierarchy of the most specific concepts containing
both individuals. The general process applies the function to the parameters
and the two compared individuals
The framework includes, for example, functions that compute the depth of
the least common subsumer between the two individuals, or the number of
common superconcepts between them, and more sophisticated computations
based on the vector space model.

7.2 Similarity Types According to the Contributing Terms

We complete our similarity representation framework with mechanisms to ex-
press different similarity types depending on the contributing terms. Similarity
types are represented by instances classified below the similarity-types con-
cept. Each similarity-types instance has a link (through the used-rels re-
lation) with the list of relations contributing this type of similarity. Moreover
all the relation classified below any of them will contribute in the similarity
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assessment. The basic mechanism we are using here is the relation hierarchy
and the knowledge integration between the CBROnto and domain terms. The
similarity-types instances shown in Figure 1 are some of the predefined types,
but the system designer can include new types by selecting a different set of con-
tributing terms. We introduce some examples of the predefined similarity types
offered to the designer to be linked to the similarity-measure instances.

The structural similarity between two cases is computed taking into ac-
count only the composition relations (part-of, has-part) represented by the
composition-type individual. The semantics similarity (semantic-type in-
stance) is due to all the concepts and relations describing the meaning of the
case. The causal similarity (causal-type instance) uses the causing relations
(depends-on, cause, explains). The temporal similarity (temporal-type in-
stance) will use the temporal relations (during, before, after). The description
similarity (description-type instance) will use the descriptive relations (any
relation classified below description-property).

7.3 Retrieval

When the retrieval-type instance is classified below the By-Computation
concept, first thing to do when computing the similarity between any two in-
dividuals i1 and i2 is to obtain the most specific concept C containing both i1
and i2, and access the similarity measure instance ins-sim that is linked to C
through the current-measure relation. inst-sim gives access to the content,
position and combination similarity function names, and if needed also to their
parameters, along with the similarity type available through the similarity-
type relation.

The similarity assessment process applies the combination function to the
result of applying the content function to i1 and i2 and the result of applying
the position function to i1 and i2. If i1 and i2 are slotless individuals the content
function will be local and not recursive. If i1 and i2 are structured individu-
als the content function will be global and the similarity assessment process is
recursively applied for the fillers of a certain list of slots that depends on the
similarity type instance.

This general method of obtaining the similarity measure to compare two
individuals i1 and i2 through the most specific concept C containing both poses
two problems: numerical values and multiple inheritance.

Suppose, for example, the values 100,000 and 120,000 represent the price
value for two car instances we are comparing. Although the domain taxonomy
classifies the concept price as a subconcept of number, the DL recognition
module does not recognize them as price instances but number instances (be-
cause there are not evidence the numbers are representing prices and not any
other characteristic), so we do not have access to the similarity measure instance
linked to the price concept. The information about the number meaning is given
by the slot they are filling, i.e., the sale-price relation and its range, the price
concept. That is why we use a complementary method to access the similarity
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Fig. 5. A retrieval example.

measure instance using both the individuals we are comparing and the relation
they are filling.

The second problem is due to the multiple inheritance that makes the concept
most specific containing both individuals not unique so we could obtain different
applicable similarity measure instances. That could be considered a design flaw,
and we consider to let the user decide which measure instance should be used,
or even to select the measure instance depending on the concrete query values.

7.4 A Retrieval Example

Suppose we have the two cases i1 and i2 represented in Figure 5, where the simi-
larity measure instances case-measure, color-measure and price-measure
are the ones represented in Figure 6. The case-measure individual represents
the way of computing the similarity between i1 and i2.

The similarity assessment process applies the combination function (average)
to the result of applying the content function (average) to i1 and i2 and the result
of applying the position similarity function (estru1) to i1 and i2. Note that as i1
and i2 are structured objects the content function is global and the similarity as-
sessment process is recursively applied for the fillers of the list of slots depending
on the similarity type instance. For the example, the terms contributing similar-
ity between cases are all the relations classified below description-property
in the relation hierarchy, i.e., all the domain relations classified as descriptive
during the knowledge integration phase. We consider price and color have been
both classified as case descriptive relations.

The color-measure individual represents the way of computing the simi-
larity between the color concept instances, and the price-measure individual
represents the way of computing the similarity between the price concept in-
stances. Note, that in both cases the content function is local and the similarity
assessment process compute the similarity value finishing the recursion.

The similarity results for this simple example are:
(|I|query |I|I1 7/8) (|I|query |I|I2 41/48)
case-measure is the similarity measure instance used to compare query

with i1 and i2. color-measure is used to compare idark-gray and idark-
gray and idark-gray and idark-green, filling the color relation; and price-
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Fig. 6. Similarity measures.

measure is used to compare 1,100,000 with 150,000, and 1,100,000 with 100,000
filling the price relation.

8 Conclusions

We use a knowledge rich CBR approach where the domain knowledge should un-
doubtedly influence the similarity metric of a case-based reasoning system [3,4].
In this paper we have described a framework to be used within knowledge inten-
sive CBR systems, to represent semantic similarity measures where the domain
knowledge influences similarity. We have described the CBROnto terminology
related to the similarity representation and the use of this terminology to define
different types of similarity and retrieval. A general similarity assessment process
accesses the knowledge described with the similarity representation framework.
Our domain independent similarity assessment process refers only to CBROnto
terms but let the domain taxonomy to influence the similarity result.

Regarding related work, we should mention the one described in [1] where a
frame-based knowledge representation system aimed at unifying case-specific and
general domain knowledge within a single representation system is presented.
The main differences with the work here presented are, first, the underlying
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technology for knowledge representation –frame-based vs. classification-based–
and, second, our interest on integrating available ontologies.

Although none of the described approaches to retrieval and similarity as-
sessment are new, we consider that two are the main contributions of the work
here presented. First, we have shown how these heterogeneous approaches can
be integrated into our knowledge intensive CBR framework. And, second this
integration is accomplished in a declarative way, by means of CBROnto termi-
nology, that facilitates experimentation and prototyping in the development of
a CBR system. Our framework is easily extensible and allows representing other
similarity measure choices. As a future work we are planning the incorporation
of other similarity models as the one in [9], along with further experimentation
and development within the CBROnto framework.
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